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In Lyon, Fierce campaign against Jean-Paul Allard

Robert Faurisson

14 December 2000

The Lyon press is resounding with a campaign launched by, among others, the Jewish lobby and the Ligue des droits de l'homme
(presided by the Jew Michel Tubiana) against Jean-Paul Allard, professor at the University of Lyon III. At 58 and two years from
retirement, this academic finds himself rebuked for having in the past shown revisionist sympathies by presiding over Henri Roques's
viva in defence of a doctoral thesis on the Kurt Gerstein "confessions" (15 June 1985). In 1996, he was also taken to task for having
directed, in the confines of that university, the Institut d'études indo-européennes, said to be an "ideological laboratory of the extreme-
right". Under pressure from Jewish groups, the Roques doctorate was annulled in 1986 and the institute was dissolved in 1998.

From that time, J.-P. Allard had not made himself noticed. The new Allard affair is thus reopened today without any real new facts.
According to the witch-hunters, the professor ought to be forbidden from teaching and from doing research, and his salary ought, as a
consequence, to be cut. More generally, according to the same dispensers of justice, the University of Lyon III, just like the University of
Lyon II, should "clean up" by proceeding to purge itself of the teachers and students who "sully" it.

These pressure groups vow that, if they are not quickly satisfied, they will carry out in the month of January 2001 "a series of public
actions". Furthermore, they announce the publication of a complete list of local university professors to be excluded.
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This text has been displayed on the Net, and forwarded to you as a tool for educational purpose, further research, on a non commercial and fair use
basis, by the International Secretariat of the Association des Anciens Amateurs de Recits de Guerres et d'Holocaustes (AAARGH). The E-mail of the
Secretariat is <[email protected]. Mail can be sent at PO Box 81475, Chicago, IL 60681-0475, USA..
We see the act of displaying a written document on Internet as the equivalent to displaying it on the shelves of a public library. It costs us a modicum of
labor and money. The only benefit accrues to the reader who, we surmise, thinks by himself. A reader looks for a document on the Web at his or her own
risks. As for the author, there is no reason to suppose that he or she shares any responsibilty for other writings displayed on this Site. Because laws
enforcing a specific censorship on some historical question apply in various countries (Germany, France, Israel, Switzerland, Canada, and others) we do
not ask their permission from authors living in thoses places: they wouldn't have the freedom to consent.
We believe we are protected by the Human Rights Charter:

ARTICLE 19. <Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.>The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948, in Paris.
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